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As a visual medium, painting is in many respects ideal for the observation of begin-
nings. One basic differential appears here which is prior to all arrival, constituting it 
as a process of approximation and very often also as a shift of frontiers: that between 
inside and outside, between acquired and familiar property and the foreign other. A 
painting that is spatially organized according to the laws of the central or vanishing 
point perspective raises already the question of the border: It is a projection of the 
three-dimensional vision onto a surface and thus cuts the visual pyramid in half.1 But 
also a non-illusionist and thus primarily flat painting is based on at least one bound-
ary. The icono-phenomenologist Gottfried Boehm has labeled this observation ‘iconic 
differential’2 which he understands as the fundamental contrast between a straight-
forward surface and the iconic occurrences included. It constitutes visual perception 
by creating a systematic in-and-out-difference.  

The showcase character of the image as a segment – we even do not have to 
speak of it as a part of reality – predestines it for creational myths. The notorious la-
ment of many painters in the face of the blank canvas, their horror vacui, mirrors this 
mythical charge. Their complaint that the moment of beginning is particularly pre-
carious and painful illustrates image-making as a myth of birth. It is mirrored by the 
doubt of the right moment of abandonment, a dirge entertained vividly within mo-
dernity.  

The pre-textual, elementary dimension of visual perception reinforces this cre-
ational mythology and its archaic power. In defiance of the biblical statement “In the 
beginning was the Word” (John 1:1), the mythical immediacy of images is even more 
evident than that of textual media. If the myth is taken seriously as a request to work 
on it instead of trying to eliminate it by pure ratio, one is automatically confronted 
with the question of the point of arrival and beginning; the beginning of the work, 
metonymically of the whole visual world or even the artist as its creator.3 As a visual 
medium painting can thus become a medium to observe the visual. In other words, 
the medium of painting not only focuses on limits and differences. It also uncovers 
the fundamental role and the discursive construction of beginnings and arrivals. It 
thus raises questions also posed by ethnographic writing.  

In the following I would like to show by two examples and their interpretation 
respectively that these basic structures correlate with constellations which could be 
called ethnographic or even ethno-iconic. It is not by mere chance that the works I am 
going to discuss are landscape paintings and non-relational paintings having derived 
from the landscape tradition as well, even if this may not be evident at first glance. 
The genre of landscape painting has been revalued continually since the end of the 
18th century. Landscape pictures advance a new visual relation to the world in the 
same breath as the repertoire of pictorial signs is modernized.4 In a double sense new 
territories are being explored. But at the same time, in the ungraspable landscape of 
the Romanticists a deprivation, an unseizable remnant and an inapprehensible di-
mension of transcendence is staged, indicating this first crisis of modernization. Pro-
gressing exploration leads to a further transfer, but non to a negation of boundaries.  
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This will grow to become an American topic, by the way, and it is relevant for 
the understanding of the art of Barnett Newman. The radical abstraction of post-war 
America, even though having been derived from a romantic perception of landscape, 
denies not only every object-relation, but also its own historical background. None-
theless a relation might be established ex negativo: The non-relational image may be 
seen as a non-representational imaging of the fundamental terra incognita which ac-
companies each visual perception. Its position is settled beyond the traditional space 
concept of the central-point perspective. It is difficult to grasp this beyond-the-
frontier, the retreat into a reflexive space. This may be illustrated by a famous phe-
nomenological text on painting: Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s L’Œil et l’esprit (1964). 5  
The author reflects upon the liminal character of painting in the ethno-iconic sense 
already developed. This is why the text can also be read as a reformulation of crea-
tional myths in terms of modern aesthetics. Unsurprisingly, due to its accentuation of 
visual appearing its phenomenological approach strengthens this affinity. Also, even 
in its more general passages, the text seems to be written as an acclamation of one 
particular artistic position; a position reputed to visualize congenially the appearance 
of the world and/or of the image we generate of it: that of Paul Cézanne. His concept 
of painting6 is staged by Merleau-Ponty as a kind of incarnation of the program he 
identifies as a reflexive form of painting, as a kind of meta-imaging.7 

His point of departure is that the self-observation of human perception is only 
possible, if possible at all, in the pending mode of aesthetics; it can never be totally 
achieved because the point, respectively the interface of the perceiving and the per-
ceived can never be fixed durably. This is why the philosopher pays such great atten-
tion to the interminable processuality of the perception. According to Merleau-Ponty 
it is complement to the intertwining of in and out, which takes form in the medium 
of painting. He sketches painting basically as a liminal phenomenon. It is thus able to 
make visible not only the separation, but also the intertwining of inner and outer 
sphere, material und immaterial world, of the perceiving system and the perceived 
objects. A crucial role is acclaimed by the human body, which conceived as this inter-
face between in and out, subjectivity and objectivity. The body intervenes in each 
pictorial perception and representation of the world as a medium for the reception 
and production of images. But at the same time, as already discussed, the body loses 
its well defined ontological location. From this observation Merleau-Ponty derives 
the loss of fixed taxonomies and dichotomist concepts of order such as the in-and-
out-duality in painting.8  

The place of these dichotomies is now occupied by a concept of intermediation 
which is intentionally conceived as ambiguous. Its openly structured reciprocity de-
lineates a postcolonial constellation. Not only does it reflect on the insight that the 
world of objects as well as its perceiving appropriation can never be fixed and en-
lightened completely. It also re-esteems this as the basis of an aesthetic surplus which 
seems to be more interesting than unambiguous and everlasting fixations.9 Accord-
ing to this, within the body – which can itself never be observed without intermedia-
tion – provisory equivalents of the outer world are created only through the compu-
tation of the external world to provisory images; throughout this process sensual and 
imaginary eye cooperate. Central to this theory of painting is the following idea: 
Through the staging of pictorial processuality the everlasting beginning of the com-
puting visual perception can be grasped or even represented in a certain way. If pic-
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torial signs such as lines or colored blots manage to stage themselves as processual, 
reversible, as a disequilibrating stimulus for further visual graphemes, they can en-
force the impression of the constant reappearance of the image. By this, they create a 
notion of pictorial self-forming, of autopoiesis of the image. According to the post-
colonial constellation developed above the idea of demiurgic almightiness is thus 
shifted into the aesthetic object, into the image. Merleau-Ponty transforms old crea-
tional myths in such a way as to grasp this auto-poetical restaging of creation within 
the visual phenomenon called painting.  

According to Merleau-Ponty, Cézanne in his landscape painting arrives at this 
apparent self-computing of the image and its processuality. Moreover, it was his par-
ticular achievement to have prevented this processuality from vanishing into pure 
temporality. Quite to the contrary, Cézanne managed to bestow it at the same time 
with perpetuity, a perpetuity of endless redevelopment by which precisely and sole-
ly the quality of autopoiesis becomes observable. Merleau-Ponty had already 
demonstrated in Le doute de Cézanne that the essential character of Cézannes work did 
not consist in Impressionistic etherisation.10 Instead he had insisted on the eternality 
of a doubtful and sometimes even desperate process of constant creation within the 
painting of the Provencal master. It was, as Merleau-Ponty showed, only due to fact 
that the painter renounced to the routines of iconic appropriations of the visual that 
he was able to re-establish nature as a self-organizing and -ordering power. To 
achieve this, Cézanne had to transform himself into the medium of a natura naturans 
generating and transforming itself permanently; without denying, however, that sub-
jective perception is deeply preformed by tradition, the systematic perspectives of 
modern science and media.  

It seems to me that this double movement of a decisively modern melancholy 
is exactly at the core of the postcolonial constellation. By allowing the outside to 
germinate within oneself one could, according to Merleau-Ponty, observe and feel in 
oneself something objective. When opening up to the autopoeisis of the exterior 
world, one could even rediscover traces of the initial unity of the senses. This archaic 
sensuality was particularly enabled by Cézanne’s handling of color, a pictorial pa-
rameter traditionally charged with sensational qualities: It is commonly regarded as 
an extremely flexible, atopical, swinging and sounding medium of expression.  

An art historian already introduced, Gottfried Boehm, has further developed 
Merleau-Ponty’s interpretation.11 It seems crucial to me that Boehm also points out 
the originality – in the literal sense of the word – as a characterization of Cézanne’s 
visions. The German scholar shows en detail what constitutes the artist’s pictorial 
concept. The blots of color from which Cézanne models, if not to say, constructs, his 
visions hardly have an exact referential function, especially at closer inspection.12 
Their location is difficult to define, and the formal contours of the dots do not corre-
spond exactly with the limits of the objects depicted. The association of a representa-
tional image appears only if these quasi-autonomous blots brushed onto the canvas 
interlude to a kind of tissue, of relational texture. Boehm deduces the visual impres-
sion of a text-like syntax of the image from this colored texture – but not without 
consideration of the limits of this metaphor.13 The evident metaphor of a text allud-
ing to the mythical “In the beginning was the word” strengthens the dimension of 
beginning inherent to this painterly texture. It becomes clear that the aim is to catch 
the ‘letters of nature’ and to make them ‘legible’. This initiates a research for the be-
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ginning or core point of the syntax of nature lying beyond the surface of a photoreal-
istic resemblance. 

It is significant that Cézanne has developed this primitivism in ‘his’ province, 
the Provence, from where it finally radiated in a universal range into the history of 
art. Several general qualities occur within this limited frame of the seemingly well-
known environment: the postcolonial constellation, the objectivity of the perceiving 
subjectivity in the sense already developed above, the staging of a forever-
ungraspable nature and the everlasting but never fulfilled perception of the world. 
By transforming the seemingly familiar ambient nature into another being, which is 
acknowledged as being other, an inversion takes place. One may speak of it, once 
again, in terms of a postcolonial constellation avant la lettre. Regardless of its evident 
archaism it is well reflected und constituted reflexively because it insists on the fact 
that mediation is inevitable. 

 Cézanne projected nature as an ungraspable other which can only painfully 
be forced into its role as parameter of painting. Barnett Newman however conceived 
the artwork itself as something far away and unreachable. In the following, I would 
like to show how Newman by using huge canvases structured by color fields and -
zips, continues this approach.14 At the same time I would like to discuss the follow-
ing point: Newman radicalizes the only semi-abstract art of Cézanne to arrive at de-
cisively non-relational painting.15 One may now ask if in doing this he reintroduced 
patterns of colonial representation, even in a closer, ethnographic-territorial under-
standing – even though Newman himself would have denied this.  

Newman charged his ‘empty’ color-fields with highly metaphysical expecta-
tions. The painter conceived his huge canvases as vehicles for the experience of a 
metaphysical shock intended to destabilize and through this to replace the spectator 
even physically towards an initial state. In other words: If the spectator allows him- 
or herself to be colonized by the large-scale image, he or she can return to an initial, 
experience-based openness. This consciously provoked loss of control possesses its 
own tradition. The classical notion of the sublime as overcoming the purely formally 
beautiful returns in Newman’s aesthetic of the ungraspable super-formal.16 But in 
this case it was also intended to support a climax of the avant-garde dogma of re-
newal and fracture.17 Newman aimed at nothing less than a 180-degree change in the 
function of non-figurative art, a sort of fundamental return to an initial point before 
all later trials of a new beginning.18 The small, flash-like lightning zips dividing many 
of Newman’s canvases might already be interpreted as the smallest possible visuali-
zation of an iconic difference, an abstract, binary optical code. In this sense, they can 
be comprehended as a fundamental constellation of an archaic, abstract iconicity. In 
this way Newman understood his concept of painting as fundamental: Painting had 
to be decontaminated not only of all traces of objective representation, but also of 
European abstraction19 which Newman regarded as its uncompleted transcendence.20 
According to Newman only American painters were capable of accomplishing the 
route leading beyond the confines of representation. Only they could generate a new 
reality of transcendent experience through confrontation with the presence of the 
image.21 To Newman, the entry into the image’s continuum the identification of the 
subject with the depicted scenery, even it is if reduced to a minimum as in cubism, 
was a dead end. It even detracted the spectator from the higher und purer mission of 
the artwork.  
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He stated a diametric difference of the aesthetics of European avant-garde ab-
straction and American non-relational art. This also meant a fundamental shift of the 
world geography of art. By this, the artist advanced on the path of delimitation and 
autonomy of American art which many American painters had taken in the 19th cen-
tury – and this includes those artists who arrived in the United States as immi-
grants.22 According to Newman, on the one side, in Europe, stood an abstraction not 
completed consequently, on the other, the leading America achieved a radicalization 
of European avant-garde to arrive to absolute transcendence.23 According to this 
translatio imperii creationis, old and new world were poles inevitably drifting apart 
from each other.24  

Robert Rosenblum has written an art history explicitly corresponding to this 
changed cultural map, entitled Modern Painting and the Northern Romantic Tradition.25 
Its first aim is to reactivate an unorthodox tradition bypassing the capital of Old-
European Academism, Paris: that of northern Romanticism. The influential art histo-
rian understood the refuse of all iconography which characterizes Newman’s pictori-
al universe as a renewal of the Romantic crisis; a crisis of established symbolic pat-
terns now reactivated by an actual iconic skepticism, bridging Protestant and now 
Jewish icono-phobia.  In his complementary text, The Abstract Sublime Rosenblum 
argues that this modern negation is rooted in the icono-skeptic idea of the sublime 
and its transformation. In America the sublime was no longer understood as an in-
ner-iconic mise-en-abyme of representation, but reformulated as a constellation shifted 
to the reception of art.  

Newman believed himself authorized to be the speaker of this disconnection 
from Europe.26 He emphasized the gap and supported the argument by revaluating 
Native American art.27 Not only Newman’s painting Pagan Void28 is inspired by tribal 
art. The partner he chose for his understanding of the image was thus an America 
different from that of the European invaders. Thereby Newman radicalized the pro-
vincial primitivism of Cézanne who had already invested his well known environ-
ment with a partly foreign otherness and deduced a new image concept from this. 
The American artist reverted instead at his turn to a sort of alliance that had been 
typical of the post-Cézanne modernism. The connection between the radical modern, 
non-relational painting and archaic art should be made once again. It was the com-
mon goal of Newman’s post-war-painting and of early modernism to provide the 
literal archaism of the radical modernism with an anthropological dimension. The 
closing of ranks with an art outside from the accelerated European historicity should 
authenticate the New American Art Newman aimed at. Indeed, we can not neglect 
his good intentions: He tended to a reciprocal exchange between the old and the ac-
tual American art under the auspices of a living myth.29 It remains to be discussed if 
this reciprocal alliance was structured asymmetrically, a characteristic already of the 
exotism of the first modernism quite generally. 

There is no doubt that Newman mobilized the traditional emblematic role of 
the foreign savage for America in a modified way in order to provide an anthropo-
logical basis for the aesthetics of modern sublime. Its central point of reference was 
an emphatic modern ‚Americanness’ instead of the European old world. It is signifi-
cant that Newman emphatically called the cited primitivisms ‘barbaric’ and at the 
same time understood them as an American antiquity. In his view, they could prove 
his idea that the artwork was a kind of vehicle or of channel of affects. Excited by the 
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fear of an almighty and chaotic nature they could be averted by the artwork and its 
ritual use. One inspiration for this may be seen, as I would like to suggest, in Aby 
Warburg’s excursions into ethnology.30 His thoughts on the serpent ritual of the Hopi 
Indians of New Mexico offer many parallels.31 Here Warburg could study in a nut-
shell how the ritual invocation stabilized a mythical outlook. His basic assumption 
was that as an art historian he could gain a deeper insight into symbols as they were 
still being forged. Europe was being regarded as separated by a many thousand-
year-thick ash layer from the blaze of this forge.32 Warburg comprehended the ritual 
handling of the serpent as an aesthetic procedure whose elementary structure could 
gain significance for later symbolic practices.33 He located the symbolic production of 
the serpent ritual explicitly at the interface between concrete an abstract signs. Ac-
cording to Warburg, it interlocked creatively a motivic and an energetic reading.  

Newman, the ‘Non-European’ American artist (who was nevertheless educat-
ed as an Old-European) shifted the theoretical accents into abstraction. However, he 
kept the ritual foundation in his concept of abstraction. The energy of the initial di-
mension of myth and fetish which are actualized each time anew during each ritual 
should be transferred to his paintings. The canvas is conceived, like a fetish, as some-
thing unknown which could be grasped neither mimetically nor conceptually. On the 
contrary it should confront the spectator with an inapprehensible void before all rep-
resentation. This could be grasped through living experience.34 Newman exemplified 
this aim by an anecdote about his intuitive breakthrough to the image concept, which 
should determine his mature work: He had contemplated his painting Onement35 
(created in 1948) one whole year long, during his everyday life, before he grasped its 
meaning for his further life:36 „This was the beginning of my present life“, said Newman. 
His statement pays tribute to myths of rebirth and of sudden inter-subjective fusion 
(Onement). According to a mythical and ritual logic, Newman conceived the moment 
of creation and the permanence of the work as fusing within a concept of presence. 37 
His notorious dictum „The Sublime is Now“ aims exactly at this hic et nunc, at this 
modern-archaic kairos.38 Inner and outer space, image and reception coincide in the 
happy moment of the sublime experience.39 Here the self-observing of passive and 
productive perception is again virulent – including all the blind spots, because the 
loss of subjective control is part of the program.   

But the place of the violent and endless nature is now occupied by the image 
itself. Thus, Newman is no longer looking for the “harmony parallel to nature” envi-
sioned by Cézanne.40 To him it had become obsolete in a tragic way – in the time of 
the atomic bomb. 41 Now the image itself had to be a living analogue of the immense, 
abysmal and suddenly striking natura naturans.42 The small cleavages (called zips) in 
the color continuum hint at this, functioning as signals of sudden strike. In this sense, 
they possess not only a semiotic but also a temporal signature.43 As abstract codes, 
they demonstrate immanently to image the dialectic of the sudden abruption and 
hopeful rebuilding of a new subjectivity; a reflexive subjectivity purified by a fun-
damental catharsis. Here again a postcolonial constellation takes shape: a self-
criticism of the subject’s dominance over nature and thus indirectly over itself, at 
least over the modern subject’s parts taken for nature.44 The perfectibility of control, 
basis of each colonial politics, is counterbalanced by a dramatic staging of ‘initiali-
ty’.45 The pathos of many of Newman’s titles (Pagan Void, The Name46, Voice of the 
Fire47, Here48, The Command49 etc.) evokes the idea of beginning according to creation-
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al myths. This anthropologically generalized theology was conceived both as a return 
to a point before all cultural diversification and as a critics of all visual representa-
tion. In this highly cultivated primitivism Newman radicalized an approach that Cé-
zanne had chosen practically and in a more gentle way also theoretically. But New-
man over-dramatized the offset from the ‘typical’ European strategies of imaging, 
which he regarded as incomplete. He advanced constellations which might itself be 
suspect of a colonial attitude because he was so keen on finding an ‘Americaness’ 
beyond the horizon of European colonization. This also proves that painterly self-
enlightenment as a form of ‘iconographic reflection’ of its basics and blind spots al-
ways remains an open process. Cézanne, Newman and their philosophical and art-
historical interpreters have immensely animated it. Despite of this fact, or even on 
account of it, we have to restart the process anew.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Zu zitieren als: Markus Dauss, Figures of Beginning. Barnett Newman’s non-relational 
paintings, Vortrag auf dem Annual Meeting of The American Comparative Literature 
Association (ACLA), ,Arrivals and Departures’, Long Beach, 24.–27. April 2008, Long 
Beach, CA, hosted by California State University, Long Beach 
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